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How Is Sociology Informed by History?*
LARRYJ. GRIFFIN,Vanderbilt University

Abstract
as merely the applicationof social theory to past events and
Often mischaracterized
happenings,historicalsociologyis actually a distinct way of approaching,explaining,
and interpretinggeneral sociologicalproblems.By situating social action and social
structures in their historical contexts and by examining their historical unfoldings,
historicalsociologistsexploit the temporalityof social life to ask and answerquestions
of perennialimportanceto social theory.I draw on recentresearchand literatureboth
in sociologyand in history to argue that we should and can continue to deepen the
discipline's"historicalturn"by morethoroughlyhistoricizinghow we conductresearch,
understandand use basicanalyticconcepts,and developand testgeneralsocial theories.
Since the beginning of our discipline, sociologists have been deeply divided
over the question of whether history is to be understood as a "storehouse of
samples" (Moore 1958:131) to be used as a testing ground for the development
of sociological theory, or, alternatively, as something of importance to be
comprehended in its own right (Erikson 1970; Skocpol 1984; Sztompka 1986;
Tilly 1981). The implications of this debate for sociological practice are, as we
will see later, quite profound.
While the dispute still rages, it is clear that an important segment of the
discipline now places real importance on the power of history to elucidate the
sociological enterprise. Evidence for this is seen (1) in the increasing number of
genuinely historical sociology articles appearing in our more important general
journals, (2) in the growth in the number and visibility of journals explicitly
designed to integrate history and social science (e.g., ComparativeStudies in
Societyand History, the Journalof HistoricalSociology,and Social ScienceHistory),
(3) in the recent methodological appropriation of analytic tools such as
narrative, event, and biography which were once thought reserved almost
exclusively for historians and other humanists (Abrams 1982; Isaac, Street &
Knapp 1994; Sewell N.d.), and (4) in the large number of fine, even awardwinning, books effectively integrating history and sociology in intellectually
informative and exciting ways (Goldstone 1991; Skocpol 1979; Quadagno 1994).
*A previous version of this article was presentedat the University of Georgia.I would like to
thank JamesEpstein, Walt Gove, BarrySchwartz, ThedaSkocpol, Peggy Thoits, and Stewart
Tolnayfor their comments.Direct correspondenceto LarryGriffin,Departmentof Sociology,
Box 1811-B,VanderbiltUniversity,Nashville, TN37235.E-mail:griffilj@ctrvax.vanderbilt.edu.
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How contemporarysociologistsactuallyuse historyin theirresearchis the
most telling evidence of the interpenetrationof historyand sociology. Below I
discuss three books whose objectives,methods, and theories are sufficiently
diversethat,when viewed as a set, they suggest much of the rangeof historical
sociology today: Barry Schwartz's (1987) GeorgeWashington:TheMlakingof An

AmericanSymbol,Theda Skocpol's (1992) ProtectingSoldiersand Mothers:The
PoliticalOrigins of SocialPolicy in the United States,and Stewart Tolnay and E.M.

An Analysisof SouthernLynchings,
Beck's(1995)Festivalof Violence:
1882-1930.
Each of these authors pose and answer questions that are intrinsically
historical in nature; that is, they characterizethe historical experiences of
concrete people and of social creations that were themselves historically
motivated, encapsulated,and meaningful.In Skocpol's case, she wanted to
understand,amongotherthings,bothhow CivilWarpensionswere transmuted
into a uniquely "American"form of social insuranceand what preventedthis
systemfrombecominga moreinclusivesocialsecurityprogramforworkersand
the elderly. Tolnay and Beck wanted to understandwhy Southern whites
lynched SouthernAfricanAmericansand to grasp at least some of the consequences- migrationpatterns,for example- of this pervasiveSouthernhorror.
Schwartz,finally,wantedto understandhow a mortal,GeorgeWashington,was
transformedinto a much veneratedliving monumentand then to discern the
significanceof the Washingtoncult for the meaningof America.
By emphasizing the "historical"nature of these three studies, I am not
implyingthatthey are in any sense atheoretical.All threebooksbeardirectlyon
enduringquestionsof social organization,social control,and social change,and
the authorsof all three plainly raise issues that are as distinctlytheoreticalas
they arehistorical.Eachdevotesconsiderableattentionto the theoreticalgenesis
and implicationsof her or his research,and eachuses historyto advancetheory.
Skocpol, for example, developed a nuanced and historically rich "polity
centered" theory of state and politics. Tolnay and Beck embraced some
theoreticalexplanationsfor Southernlynching - those pointing to economic
motives and requirements,for example - and discountedothers, such as a
weak criminaljusticesystem.And Schwartzdeepenedour generalappreciation
of what holds a diversepeople together,the social functionsof tradition,ritual
and ceremony,and the interpenetrationof politicaland religious life.
But none of these authors understood or reproduced history as mere
"background"for what was "reallyimportant":thatis, sociologicaltheoxyand
inference (see Skocpol 1992:x).Schwartz exploited history to do what his
interpretiveprojectdemanded:the recreationof the collective mentalitiesof
early Americans,elite and rabblealike,who were anxiouslytryingto live their
understandingof republicanism.TolnayandBeckhistoricallycontextualizedthe
meaning and operation of the theories they examined, historicized their
statistical analysis, and then used history to make sense of their complex
statistical findings. Skocpol, finally, acknowledgedboth how the history of
women and of genderrelationsin Americashapedher theoreticalunderstanding of policy formationand that aspects of that history - conceptualizedas
identity politics and the "gendering"of social policy - became for her an
importantexplanatorydevice.
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Eachof them, then, centrallyincorporatedhistory into his or her analysis
and fashioned historically informed and historically grounded sociological
explanationsand interpretations.Skocpol,Schwartz,and Tolnayand Beck do
not give us history reducedto the status of a storehouseof samples,a lifeless,
mechanistichistoryevokedonly to be crankedthroughsome prefiguredtheory.
Nor do we get a sense that social theory is somehow above, outside or
otherwiseindependentof history. Rather,history and theorywere merged in
thesestudies in a voyage of discoveryin which answersto pressingsociological
questions were not known before the historical researchand analysis were
completed. These studies, as does much contemporaryhistorical sociology,
kindleappreciationof why history'scomplexities,contingencies,exceptions,and
ironiesmust be preservedand recapturednot only to "getthe historyright"but
also, and more importantfor us, to "get the sociology right."And I think this
is true whether the analyticintent is to explainwhat happenedin history and
why it happened as it did, or to view history as an interpretivelens through
which we may perceive culturalmeaning, the creationof culturalicons and
myths, and the institutionalizationand expressionof collectivememory.
These three books are but the tip of an iceberg of looming weight. So
intimatenow is the relationshipbetweenhistoryand sociologyin some arenas,
and so importantare those arenasto the institutionaland intellectualmake-up
of our discipline (Abbott 1991), that I believe it accurate to speak of an
accomplished"modem"historicalrevolutionin sociology:sociologicaltheory,
methodology, and researcharguably are more self-consciouslyinformed by
historicalquestionsand perspectivesthanat any timein thelife of the discipline
in this country.
ExamiuiingHistory Sociologically
All this is true,and, yet, none of it is, in my opinion,quiteenough.Sociologists,
even those of us who are drawnto history,have yet to realizefully the richness
and eloquenceof historyas multivoicedwitness to the dialoguebetweenhuman
possibilityand socialconstraint.Simplyput, to fulfillthepromiseof a historically infused sociology,we should take history even more seriously than we do
now.
Such a claim should immediatelycall forth at least two questions:why
shouldsociologists take history more seriously?And how can we take history
more seriously and do so sociologically?
My answers admittedly are both
tentativeandlimitedby my personalresearchinterests,theoreticalalliances,and
value judgements- judgementsmost centrallyaboutsociologyand its mission
and practices.But I hope my intent to open up debateand inquiry,not close
them off, is clear.
Let me answer my first questionby simply stating that by takinghistoxy
more seriously,we also take"time"more seriously.Timedefinesthe very idea
of history,and, conversely,history conveys time, whetherwe think of history
as having the quality of "pastness,"or as part of the social context in which
thingshappen,or as processualunfolding(Aminzade1992;Griffin1992;Sewell
N.d.).
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A skepticmay questionwhy time is importantto sociologicalanalysisand
explanation. My response here is that if sociology can be defined by its
questions and obsessions, then I submit, as have many others (Abrams1982;
Giddens 1979;Sewell 1992),that our disciplinehas as its definingproblematic
the mutuallyconstitutiveinterplayof culture,socialstructure,and socialaction.
We see this in everything from Marx's Capitaland Weber's ProtestantEthic to

each of the books I referencedor discussed earlier.
Culture,structure,and actioncontributeto the "making'of each other.The
challenge for us is to discern and explain how the creationsof past human
action - that is, social structuresand culturalarrangements- becomehuman
prisons or, less frequently, a source of human liberation. But we should
recognizethatcultureand social structureconstrainor empowersocial actionat
any one point in time,and culturalunderstandingsand social institutionsare
continually made and remade by social action occurring throughtime. To
underscore the active and continually temporal characterof this reciprocal
dynamic,Philip Abrams(1982)has labeled the entireprocess "structuring."
Time is an inescapablepart of the structuraland culturalcontextin which
people exist, think,and act. It is part of the contextin which societal arrangements have personal and collective meaningand causal efficacy,and it is the
medium through which action occurs, social relations institutionalized,and
cultural definitions developed. As analysts of social pattems, finally we
ourselves forge ways to study all of this that is historicallyconditionedand
historicallylimited. People do things - kill each other,get jobs, raise families,
build and then tear down walls, metaphoricand literal - in sequences of
actions that necessarily take place in, and have cumulative consequences
through,time. In both of these ways - time as contextand time as processual
unfolding- is social life inescapablytemporaland thus historicalin character.
Given that an atemporalsocial existencefor eitherindividualsor societies
is trulya sociologicalimpossibility,we must thereforedeal seriouslywith time.
The tools needed to conceptualizeand analyzehistoricalcontextand historical
sequence thus should become as familiar as social theory or conventional
research designs. All are necessary to comprehend and explain the most
fundamentaland generalof all sociologicalprocesses,the structuringof social
action.
Now let me turn to the second, and in some ways more difficult,question:
Here I have
how can we take history more seriously and do so sociologically?
two thoughts.The first is that we should more thoroughlyhistoricizehow we
use some of our basic categoriesof analysis,perhapsespeciallywhat has been
called sociology's "holy trinity"of class, gender,and race. The second way is
that we should more fully exploit the explanatoryand interpretivepotential
inherentin the most widely used, and probablyleast reflected-upon,device in
the historian'stool chest, narrative.
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Historians and Sociologists:A Comparison
CATEGORIESOF ANALYSIS

We sociologists tend to view the content of our analytical categories as
(1) independentof other concepts and categories,(2) fixed in meaning, and
(3) positionally defined and thus directlymapped onto, or directlyextracted
from,social structure.Thereare decidedadvantagesto these assumptions,not
least of which are that quantificationis often permittedand replicationeased.
But there are losses as well. In particular,our ability to discernthe temporal
fluidity and mutabilityof analyticalcategories,their contestedand negotiated
nature,and possibly even their interdependenceis seriouslyjeopardized.And
I believe it reasonablealso to ask if what is lost is sometimesexcessive.
Considerclass by way of illustration.Sociologistshave spilled a good bit of
ink in attemptingto determine(1) what class is, (2) which criteriadefine class
boundaries,(3) who is a memberof which class, (4)class interests,and (5)why
some classes have generallybehaved as unruly school children,ignoring the
historicobligationsimposed on them by their theoreticaltutors.Comparethis
treatmentof class to thatof the historianE.P.Thompson(1963),who arguesthat
class is a historicalprocess and product and, as such, is necessarilyalso the
outcome of lived experiences,the creation of agency as well as of external
structures,and a matter of consciousness,identity, and language as well as
positionalrelations(Sewell 1990).
Now let me now turnfor a momentto genderand race.In most sociological
research,botharegenerallyconceptualizedand understoodas ascribedstatuses
attachedto individuals and/or as vast structuresof oppression.Each is also
usually deployed in analysis as independentor mediatingvariables.Raceand
gender can be fruitfully specified in these ways, but historianssuch as Joan
Scott(1986),EvelynHigginbotham(1992),and KathleenCanning(1992)suggest
thatboth,like class, are also historicalproductsand processes.Theyare elastic,
"shifting"and "unstable"in content and definition (Higginbotham1992:274)
because their meaningsare fought over, embraced,shunned,and transformed
throughstruggle.
Thoughhistoriansare often accusedby social scientistsof fetishizingfacts
to the detrimentof theory, I believe that some of them may have thus far
surpassedus here. To the extent that I correctlyunderstandthe theories that
some historians now use, gender, class, and race can be conceptualizedas
articulationsof power and cultural difference that are (1) historicized as
materiallyand symbolicallyinscribedsets of culturalimpositionsandsocialand
linguistic practices, (2) simultaneously constitutive of and constituted by
and
personaland groupidentity,socialrelationsandinstitutionalarrangements,
(3) subjectto contestation,definition,and redefinition.So much for the claim,
now clearlyarchaic,that historiansare not interestedin, or cannotdeal with,
theory.
Much of this talk about historically"decentered"categories is, I think,
generallyknownin the sociologicalcommunity.Butwith a few exceptions,such
as Michael Omi and Howard Winant's (1988) fine book on racial formation and

WilliamSewell's (1980)work on the "languageof labor,"sociologistshave been
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hesitantto incorporatesuchconceptualizationsinto theirwork.Ourcautionhere
is rooted in more than blind positivism or intellectualcowardicefor, taken to
extreme,this approachmay be, as CharlesTilly (1992)warns,nihilistic.Evenif
we do not push these conceptualizationsto the limit, and thereis nothing that
says we must and good sense to say we should not, historicizingconceptsin
this fashion is both exceedingly messy and frankly inconsistentwith some
cherished methodologicalconventionsand analytic goals. Were Thompson's
(1963)view of class adopted,for example,it is not at all clearthatclass could be
measuredprecisely,or that the class locationsof individualscould be precisely
determinedeven at any one momentin time, or that seriousstatisticalanalysis
of class conflictis anythingbut the firststep towardunderstandingthe meaning
and experienceof class. To say thatthis goes againstthe grainof how sociology
is now practicedis an understatement.
Thechallengegoes still deeper,however.In particularhistoricalcontextsor
happenings, gender, class and race may have become so interpenetratedin
appreciation,meaning,and signification- so fused, in a word - thatattempts
to disentangle them may be impossible. In using a chemical metaphor to
describe how this process might happen, the historianNancy Hewitt (1992)
equatesthe threeelementalcategoriesto a compoundin which each elementis
bonded to the others and thus is so transformedthat the originalcomponents
areno longeranalyticallyrecoverable.Thisgoes beyondwhat we oftenconfront
as multicollinearity:it is just not thatrace,gender,and class are correlated,it is
ratherthat the presenceof one or more categories,say genderor race,actually
changes the content and meaning of the remainingcategory, say class (see
Griffin& Korstad1995).
Two examplestakenfrom the researchof historiansand modified to some
extent will, I hope, clarify both the challenge and the promise posed by
questioning both the fixity of meaning and the conceptualindependenceof
some of our elemental categories.The first illustrationcomes from Marxist
historianBarbaraFields (1982),no particularfriendof deconstruction.Africans,
she argues, were enslaved for reasons of class exploitation,not race. But the
ideology of racebecamethe explanationforslaveryin an egalitarian,republican
culture: race was the medium through which, now in Fields's own words,
"basicquestionsof power and domination,sovereigntyand citizenship,justice
and right" were constructedand understood (162). Class, even the idea of
republicanismitself - that is, the equality and rights of free white men
therebybecameracialin meaningand, thoughFieldsdoes not say so, gendered
as well.
The second examplerefashionslaborhistorianDavid Montgomery's(1979)
justlyfamousclass analysisof late nineteenthcenturycraftworkers.Ratherthan
being "only" class actors stripped of broader cultural constructions,Montgomery'sworkersactuallyarticulatedand defendedtheirclass position,work
ethic, and job privilegeswith explicitlygenderedlanguage,as evidenceof their
"manliness"(14).Gender,more specificallymasculinity,thus was one way in
which class was conceivedand playedout by thesecraftsmenand by thosewho
interactedwith them.Classwas also moresubtlyracialized.Montgomery'scraft
workerswere white, an identityand relationshipthat they (andhe) apparently
took for granted.ButAfricanAmericanswere unlikelyto be craftworkerswith
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the power to subcontract and hire and fire white subordinates, and black males
could be "manly" in nineteenth century America - that is, in Montgomery's
words, to act with "dignity, respectability, defiant egalitarianism" (13) - only
by contesting at great risk the meaning of race. Even in the physical absence of
either African Americans or of overt racial conflict, race, along with gender,
thus structured and signified the class of these white craftsmen.
Two methodological implications of this and similar views are, I think,
startlingly transparent. The first is that no one category - race, gender, or class
should be so privileged in its use that it obscures the significance of the
others: all categories, at least ideally, must be evoked to understand any one of
them or to explain a particular event, institutional arrangement or general
process. The second implication goes back to the difficulty of disentangling the
discrete effects of historically fused categories. Fields (1990), for example, posits
that race and class cannot compete for relative importance in accounting for
social inequality because their "joint indispensability" (100) - that is, the
historical meaning of class as race - renders attempts to discern the relative
weight of one or the other category, in her words, as "meaningless" as trying to
decide the relative importance of the numerator and the denominator to a
fraction. This view need only be compared to William Wilson's (1978) strategy
of juxtaposing race and class to see how truly different it is from much
sociological practice.
Does all this pose a real challenge to sociology? Yes, incontrovertibly. A
mortal blow? Certainly not. One understanding of aspects of Skocpol's (1992)
quite clearly causalanalysis, in fact, is generally consistent with the thrust of the
two examples I discussed above. Gender and gender identities represent more
than just social forces pushing for or against the adoption of particular policies.
Indeed, whatever the direct influence of gender, this reading suggests that the
social policies studied by Skocpol were inescapably gendered, as were the
political processes underpinning the adoption of these policies, because both
were defined and expressed in gendered terms. Jill Quadagno's (1994) notion of
the "color of welfare" also suggests a similar historical logic at work, one now
framed by race. And both books, I think, are better for having historicized key
concepts and categories in this manner.
NARRATIVEEXPLANATON

To discuss the second theme - the narrative representation and explanation of
social phenomena - I must first return for a moment to the notion of structuring, which, again, is the temporal process whereby structurally and culturally
encapsulated social action continuously through time makes and remakes the
very circumstances under which action occurs. Each element in this understanding, and certainly their combined force, imposes fairly stringent and interdependent methodological requirements on research, requirements not easily satisfied
by most research designs (Erikson 1970), even those that knowledgeably
incorporate historical context and exploit time-series data.
First, the data to be used in an analysis of structuring should consist of, and
closely track, social actions through time because structuring results from the
clash of social structure and social action. These data, second, should be
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intrinsically sequential in their very definition and construction because social
action is itself temporally sequential and ordered in its execution. Most of the
kinds of data we normally analyze, including data that are chronological, such
as time series, are not well suited to the analysis of structuring because they do
not generally consist of sequences of actions. Therefore we should consider
weaning ourselves from our near exclusive addiction to variables and factors
and system states that measure social conditions and constraints, institutional
relations and roles, subjective experiences and individual traits. I am not
suggesting that any of the things that most of us analyze, and on which we cut
our sociological eyeteeth, are irrelevant. Rather, what I am saying is that we
should begin to think about them differently - no longer just as variables, but
also as actions, or as the motives for action, or as the consequences of sequences
of actions. And, third, I am also suggesting that we need to rethink the potential
utility of information that almost intrinsically conveys and carries action
stories, narratives, biographies - and that we have too infrequently analyzed,
or have raided for discrete, isolated facts, or have ignored altogether.
Finally, to the issue of the most appropriate way to think of explanation.
Most sociological explanations do not build time into the logic of explanation,
but, instead, rely on logical comparisons across a few cases, analysis of
statistical relationships across many cases, or subsumption of particular cases
under theoretical generalizations and categories (Griffin 1992). However, if our
objective is to explain the structuring of social action through time, and if to do
this we analyze temporal sequences of actions, we should also think about
exploiting an explanatory mode that is intrinsically, if not exclusively, temporal
in its very logic (Abbott 1992). And it is at this point that we must lean
especially hard on the intellectual traditions of the discipline of history because
it has been most concerned with narrating how events, actions, and processes
unfold in and through time.
We need to better understand how narratives display, and can be used to
interpret and explain, what happens in stories, and then we need to bend
whatever it is about the logical construction of narratives - the sequential
connectedness and unfolding of action organized around and by a central theme
or "plot," perhaps (Abbott 1992; Griffin 1993) - to distinctly sociological
purposes. Sociologists more than historians, I am pleased to say, generally have
taken the lead here. Philip Abrams (1982), a central figure in the reinvigoration
of a temporal sociology, argues that the sociological appropriation of narrative
and event entails distilling the logical from the chronological and discerning the
theoretically general in the historically particular. We see much of this in
Skocpol's (1992) analysis. And if the very different explorations in "narrative
positivism" (Abbott 1992), "eventmental" sociology (Sewell N.d.), eventstructure analysis (Griffin 1993; Isaac, Street & Knapp 1994), and other perspectives continue to bear weight, we will likely see much more empirical sociology
stamped with the methodological character of narrative.
Conclusion
To take history seriously is to take time seriously: time as context and time as
narrative. Context and narrative are everywhere present in the continual making
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and remaking of individuals, of cultural meanings and social structures,of
societies.Contextsencapsulatenarratives,and some narrativesencapsulateother
narratives.A single lynchingstudied by Tolnayand Beck,for example,is both
a narrativein its own right and a moment in a much broaderand sweeping
historicalnarrative,the entire 100-plusyear history of the makingand partial
unmakingof Jim Crow in the U.S. South. Indeed,I know of no dimensionof
social life that could not be usefully representedand analyzedas the conjuncture of context and narrative.The constructionof Barry Schwartz's (1987)
nationalidentity, the passage of ThedaSkocpol's(1992)protectivelegislation,
the formationand use of BarbaraField's (1990)racialistideology - a strike,a
funeral,the history of a laborunion, a war, and the expansionof the capitalist
world economy over the last four hundred years, all are narrativesthat are
capturedby, and simultaneouslyremake,contexts.And each - macroscopicor
microscopicin historicalbreadth,those takingonly hours to unfold and those
takingcenturies- equally provide access to structuring.
Each of the studies I have discussed here - whether authored by a
sociologistor an historian- is simultaneouslysociologicaland historical.This
should not be surprisingfor, at bottom,history and sociology are united by a
common purpose (Abrams 1982). Both take real people with unclear and
conflictedinterpretationsof, and aspirationsfor, themselvesand their world,
realpeople with widely varyingpersonalresourcesand institutionalopportunities, and each - sociology and history - tries to understandand explainhow
these people acted in contested,challengingor hostile environmentsand, in so
doing, changed or reproducedthe social structures,cultural categories and
political practices in which they were enmeshed. To understandsocial life
in the broadestsense of the term thereforeis to also understandit
historically
sociologically(Stinchcombe1978:1).
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